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Method of using image analysis to set Darker/Lighter parameters for
ID copy
For any printer with ID copy function, there is always a preset parameter for the Darker/Lighter
setting. This default setting is hard coded in the printer for each SKU, within the group of countries,
for example, China/India SKU. There is also a feature within the printer that allows the user to adjust
the parameter using the control panel (Below fig 1) based on their preference of the copy job

Figure 1: A printer control UI to set the darkness level of a copy job

Figure 2: Default copy output vs different settings by adjusting the Lighter/Darker settings
Above shows the default copy output vs different settings by adjusting the Lighter/Darker settings.
As mentioned, there is only one default setting embedded in the printer for each SKU which could
be serving various countries, for example, China and India. Problems arises when different nation
citizens have different preference. Even though there is option for user to adjust the darkness level
using the control panel mentioned above, user finds it a hassle to adjust the settings every time
they want to do an ID copy. Ideally, the default setting should be set to each country preference.
Logistically, it is possible to set preference for each country. However, the cost involved will be
high.
Another alternative is when the printer has a control panel that allows user to select the country
during out of box (Fig 3). Again, the downside would be cost as not all models can justify a control
panel that allows country selection. Thus, these constrains creates a customer experience issue.
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Figure 3: The OfficeJet control panel allowing user to choose country
Using image analysis/OCR to determine which country the ID is from during an ID copy job can be
implemented to work around the constrain. Once the country is identified, the printer sets the
preferred darkness setting and print out the ID copy (Fig 4). For any other kind of copy job, for
example, documents, image etc, it will use the default setting.

Figure 4: Workflow using image analysis to determine the country origin for the ID and applying the
preferred darkness level during the ID copy job
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This disclosure assumes the image analysis or OCR can identify the country of origin shown in fig 5
below.

Figure 5: Image analysis/OCR to determine country of origin
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